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Why Public Health? John
Jackson
In our video series “Why Public
Health?” we ask HSPH students
and alumni to talk about what
drew them to the field. John
Jackson, ScD ’13, epidemiology,
studies links between drug safety
and mental health.

 
Applying global health
lessons to U.S. health care
Suzanne Brundage, SM ’14,
hopes to bring lessons she’s
learned from her global health
policy work — such as building
coalitions and connecting the dots
for policy makers between health
and economic prosperity and
security — to bear on domestic
health challenges.

 
Change in cycle track policy
needed to boost ridership,
public health
A new study by HSPH
researchers calls for more cycle
tracks — physically separated,
bicycle-exclusive paths adjacent
to sidewalks — to encourage
more people of all ages to ride
bicycles.
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Commencement Celebration
May 29
4:00-7:00 PM

Afternoon Exercises
May 30
2:30- 5:00 PM
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Centennial Moments

Successes, stories, and
surprising facts as the School
approaches its 2013-2014
centennial.

Meet public health pioneer Linda
Frances James, the first woman
awarded a Harvard credential

More Centennial Moments >
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safety
Jay Winsten, who spearheaded the
Designated Driver campaign in the
1980s, hopes to change social
norms around distracted driving.

HUCTW staff: Academy Roadshow, June 18
The Academy for Workforce Education, a joint committee of HUCTW
and Harvard, invites HUCTW staff and their managers to attend a
workshop promoting the educational benefits and career
development opportunities available to Harvard staff.

Request for Information regarding opportunities for
cancer-relevant innovative technologies with
transformative potential
The National Cancer Institute is interested in understanding the
cancer research community's perspective on areas where state-of-
the-art capabilities are insufficient for clinical care or for exploring
biological or epidemiological facets of cancer.

HSPH-affiliated health leadership program launches in
South Africa
The Albertina Sisulu Executive Leadership Programme in Health,
founded by a partnership between HSPH and South African
academic and governmental institutions, aims to strengthen health
policy transformation and health care service in South Africa.

Rate of smokeless tobacco use
among youth has leveled off

Regulations needed to compel
safer hospital practices
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